Product Details

Maximizing ROI on test and durability
nCode Automation is a web-based environment for
automated data storage, analysis and reporting. It
offers an environment to learn from large amounts of
test data and share the knowledge. nCode Automation
applies some of the same concepts used in business
intelligence to engineering data, enabling data to be
processed for trends and identifying relationships that
can be used to make better decisions.
Engineers can create complex queries without having
to learn the structure of the underlying database or
how to write SQL. Report layouts can combine analysis
tasks with database queries to create a rich, graphical
summary of information.

“We are seeing real productivity benefits in the speed
with which engineers can find the data they need. nCode
Automation is saving us time and improving our ability
to share data with our project partners.”
JSF Structural Test IPT Leader - Lockheed Martin

Product benefits:

Product features:

●● Maximize value of testing and increase data
re-use

●● Single environment for collaborating, managing
data, and automating standardized analysis

●● Improve efficiency by automating analysis of
huge amounts of sensor data

●● Calculated metadata to characterize and trend
measured data

●● Gain valuable insights from measured data and
drive more informed decisions

●● Text-based search of attachments, including
images documents and video

●● Minimize effort of generating detailed engineering
reports and data queries

●● Full traceability of transactions

●● Avoid custom development and rapidly deploy
cost-effective standard product for data
management

●● Secure data communication with compliance to
ITAR requirements
●● Straightforward deployment using web-based,
multi-tier server based Java EE technology
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Scalable solution for processing engineering data
nCode Automation is built on robust technology including Java EE and leverages Oracle® and IBM® WebSphere®.
It is scalable for processing engineering data, highly configurable, and can be quickly rolled out, giving users
controlled access to engineering data and analysis via the web.

Available in 2 editions:
Workgroup Edition

Enterprise Edition

●● Single department or company site

●● Corporate, multi-site or global data access

●● Simple and direct install on a Microsoft
Windows® server for rapid deployment

●● Customer-supplied Red Hat JBoss EAP or IBM
WebSphere web application server

All editions of nCode Automation feature the ability to:
●● Search for data and content in attachments based on metadata and their characteristic values
●● Process test data using nCode GlyphWorks process flows to generate additional data
●● Create query templates for viewing data, tables of values, and charts
●● Generate reports using nCode GlyphWorks process flows for data analysis
●● Design interactive reports that can link to other reports and drill down data
●● Store saved instances of created reports

Workgroup Edition

Multiple analysis processes can be run
automatically upon upload of new data,
streamlining the entire process.
A new analysis routine can be applied
to years of catalogued data, maximizing
the value of the tests performed. This
functionality ensures a ‘future-proof’
system that can continue to learn from
data and evolve as required.

Automation Workgroup Edition enables a single
department or company site to access, view, download,
and analyze stored data. Data can either be indexed
from a shared location or uploaded into a protected
filestore for added security.

Specifications

With nCode Automation Workgroup Edition, engineers
can define server-side analysis processes over the
web, avoiding time-consuming data transfers and
manual analysis tasks. This also helps standardize
analysis processes, which improves the quality and
repeatability of results. Calculations are very flexible
and even allow retrospective analyses to be performed
on existing stored data. A fully featured batch license
of nCode GlyphWorks for server-side processing is
included with every processing queue. Scheduled
reports can be automatically run, notifying users
via email when specific conditions occur, delivering
efficient communication of vital information so that
decisions can be made.

Provided third party components
●● Database: MySQL 5.7.6 (or customer 		
provided Oracle 11g or 12c)
●● Web Application Server: WildFly 9 			
(JBoss Community Edition)
●● FTP Server: FileZilla 0.9.41

Workgroup Edition includes required database and web
application server. An Oracle database can alternatively
be used if supplied by the customer. Workgroup Edition
is recommended for up to 20 simultaneous users.

Platforms
●● Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2
●● Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2

Required components
●● Browsers: Internet Explorer 10 or 11, 			
Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome
●● Java Runtime Environment: JRE 1.8
Data storage
●● Metadata: relational database 				
(MySQL or Oracle)
●● Test data: server-based file storage 			
system (one or more mounted disks)

“The improvement that we have achieved in data analysis efficiency will make it possible to improve product
performance and robustness by increasing the scope of data analysis without lengthening time to market.”
Project Manager - Safran Helicopter Engines

Enterprise Edition

nCode Automation applies some of
the same concepts used in business
intelligence to engineering data, enabling
data to be processed identifying trends
and relationships that can be used to
make better decisions.

nCode Automation Enterprise Edition is a scalable
solution for corporate, multi-site and global engineering
departments. Requiring IBM® WebSphere® and an
Oracle® database, Enterprise Edition is a world-class
solution that extends the capabilities of Workgroup
Edition.

Specifications

In addition to offering the same data management
capabilities as the Workgroup Edition, it uses ftps and
https for high security data access via the internet and
provides audit control for permission-based access that
can be linked to corporate LDAP login authentication.
Data in the filestore can be given permissions even at
the channel level, giving ultimate control to who can
access what data.

Provided third party components
●● FTP Server: FileZilla 0.9.41

Platforms
●● Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2
●● Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2
●● Linux SUSE 11.1 64-bit

Required components
●● Browsers: Internet Explorer 10 or 11,
Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome
●● Database: Oracle 11g or Oracle 12c
●● Web Application Server: IBM WebSphere 8
or Red Hat JBoss EAP 6.1.1
●● Java Runtime Environment: IBM JRE 1.6
(WebSphere 8)
●● Security: HTTPS, FTPS capable
(customer supplies certificates)
Data storage
●● Metadata: relational database (Oracle)
●● Test data: server-based file storage system
(one or more mounted disks)
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Architecture and licensing
Easily installed, nCode Automation is an off-the-shelf solution for accessing, viewing and analyzing stored test
data. Data can either be indexed from a shared location or uploaded into a protected filestore for added security.

Architecture

Licensing

●● Database: Stores the Automation system, user
information and details about the data. Oracle
and MySQL are two supported databases.

●● Viewer License: Enables users to view and
download data and reports.

●● File Storage System: Where data is stored and
indexed – time series, reduced data, pictures,
videos, reports, GlyphWorks analysis flow files,
etc. It is a central disk protected from general
access and controlled by the Automation system.
●● Application Server: Runs required analysis tasks
using tools such as GlyphWorks on data in the
file storage system. Application Servers can be
distributed across numerous machines to enable
load balancing for improved performance.
●● FTP Server: A third party component that moves
data to and from the File Storage System.
●● Java EE Application Server: The operating
environment for the web, managing user
requests, issuing instructions, talking to the
database. WildFly, Red Hat JBoss EAP and IBM
WebSphere are supported.

●● Analyst License: Enables users to upload, create
new analysis processes, create new reports in
addition to viewing and downloading data and
reports.
●● FE Data Server Option: Enable FE models and
results from DesignLife to be managed in
Automation. This includes extracting information
on the model and generating thumbnail images.
Also requires an additional charge per Analyst
license.
●● Processing Queue License: Enables more than
one analysis job to be processed simultaneously
on the server. Default system is supplied with one
queue.
●● Licenses for administrative access are included.
●● One server license of GlyphWorks is provided in
the default system.

●● Resources: Defines the configuration of the
system. These resources are installed into the
database and used by the Java EE container.
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HBM Prenscia is a global leader in providing technology and engineering software products and services
for reliability, durability, and performance. We offer a broad range of engineering solutions that deliver
compelling value to our customers for the design and development of reliable, robust systems, and
reduce life cycle costs for mechanical and electronic hardware and software (mechatronics). By offering
a range of industry leading software (nCode and ReliaSoft), training, and services (Prenscia Solutions
and Omnicon), we enable companies to enhance returns on investment and operational success through
design and certification, optimized processes, data management and processing, and CAE simulation.
For more information, please visit www.hbmprenscia.com
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